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Hi!
Thanks for considering Christi Falls Photography for your upcoming wedding!  I’m 
thrilled to have had the privilege of photographing some amazing days for so many 
people, and I’d love to document the beginning of your life’s adventure as well!

My photography career has been varied, which has shaped my style into a unique 
blend.   I studied fashion photography, photojournalism, and lighting in college.  I 
was intrigued by mixed lighting and long exposures (you may notice I still love to 
play with sparklers, fireworks, and night photography!)

I started out as a photojournalist and writer for newspapers, and moonlighted as an 
assistant photographing weddings back before digital cameras were a thing.  

After a while, I went to work in a film processing lab and then ended up in a fashion 
portrait studio before getting married myself and going out on my own.

Through the years, my style has evolved into a blend of documentary photography  
and creating beautiful and dramatic portraits.    This way, you have the unscripted, 
genuine moments as well as gorgeous art images where you look your best.

I look forward to creating images you’ll enjoy for your lifetime together.

Christi
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Collections

Black Label Collection // 6200 (10,000+ value)
*Grand Finao wedding book or Medium Couture Book
*2 wedding photographers, up to 10 hours of wedding day coverage
*High resolution, hand edited digital images from wedding day on custom USB

*Engagement portrait session
*Mini Playpal book of engagement portrait images or Petite canvas

*Bridal portrait session 
*Petite canvas

*Client for Life program
*Wedding website / online proofing for one year
  

Platinum Label Collection // 5000 (6900+ value)
* Medium Finao wedding book (20 pages) or Petite Couture Book (100 pages)
*2 wedding photographers, up to 8 hours of wedding day coverage
*High resolution digital images from wedding day on custom USB

*Engagement portrait session

*Wedding website / online proofing for 6 months

Pink Label Collection // 3800 (4200 + value)
* 2 wedding photographers, up to 7 hours of wedding day coverage
*Web resolution digital negatives from wedding day on custom USB

* Engagement portrait session

*Wedding website / online proofing for 6 months

**Single photographer and elopement packages are available for weekdays 
and non-prime season wedding days.  

Prices are subject to NC sales tax.  Travel fees apply outside a 60 mile radius of Charlotte 
NC and Boone NC.  Nonrefundable retainer to hold date is due at signing of contract.  Final 

payment is due 60 days before wedding.  Collection prices are vaid for 30 days. **





A La Carte

Canvas Portraits
Petite:
10x10, 16x16  // 599
Medium: 
16x20, 16x24, 20x20, 20x24 // 799
Grand:
20x30 or 24x36 // 1199

Fine Art Prints/ Wall Portraits
Petite // 399
Medium //599
Grand // 799

Metal Prints
Petite // 499
Medium // 699
Grand // 899
30x40 //1199

Gift Sizes // 50 each
8 wallets / 4x6 / 5x7 / 8x10

Fine art Gift Sizes // 75 each
Fine art watercolor paper with hand torn edges
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Books 

Finao (20 pages):

Petite:
8x8, 8x10, 10x4 // 1299
   additional pages // 300 per 10
Medium:
10x10, 10x12 // 1599
   additional pages // 400 per 10
Grand:
12x12, 11x14, 12x16 // 1899
  additional pages // 500 per 10
XL:
14x14, 20x8 //2499
  addtional pages // 600 per 10

Upgrades:
Cutout // 99
Additional fabric // 129 each
Cover Upgrade 
   (any except Erotika and 
       Limited Editions)  // 599
   Erotika or Limited Edition // 799

Mini Playpal book (miniature duplicates)
Set of 3 // 699

Couture Book (100 pages):

Petite: (8x8, 8x10)
  non-leather //  2399
  leather & Brazilian  // 3299

Medium: (10x10, 10x12.5)
  non-leather // 2899
  leather  & Brazilian//  3699

Grand: (12x12, 12x15, 10x14.5)
  non-leather //  3299
  leather & Brazilian //  3999

additional pages // 1500 
  (1-100 additonal pages)

Unbound:  
Because your story doesn’t end with the 
wedding.

Handcrafted heirloom wooden boxes with 
(25) 4x6 and (25) 5x7 fine art prints with 
hand torn edges.  For romantics who like 
to store their treasured keepsakes in one 
lovely package.   //  2999
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